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TECHNIC-4L MEMORANDUM X -  64929 
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT DESIGN CRITERIA 
FOR THE SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION STAGE (SEPS) 
1. 0 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
The purpose of this document is to define the natural environment 
design cr i ter ia  for  the Solar Electric Propulsion Stage (SEPS) . 
2 . 0  NATURAL ENVIRONMENT - GENERAL 
The natural environment criteria given in this docanent shall he 
used in the design of the Solar Electric Propulsion Stzge. Design 
value requirements of natural environment parameters not 
specifically defined herein will 'x obtained from NASA Technical 
Memorandum X-63757. " T ~ r r e s t r i a :  Environment (Climatic) 
Criteria Guidelines for Use in Aerospace Vehicle Development, 
1973 Revision, " 11 and NASA. Technical Memorandum X-64627, 
"Space and Planetary Environment Cri ter ia  Guidelines for  Use in 
Space Vehicle Development, 1971 Revision'' [ 21. Wherever practical, 
the SEPS sensitivity to natural environment conditions during 
assembly, checkout, and operation shall be minimized. Natural 
environments! data not contained in the aforementioned documents 
and required in design o r  mission analysis studies for the SEPS 
will be requested f rom,  o r  approved by, the cognizant NASA 
ccntract representative prior to use. 
3 . 0  MISSIONS 
Natural environment data a r e  g i v ~ n  for six different SEPS missions: 
(1 )  1979 Out of the Tcliptic 
( 2 )  1981 Mariner Jupiter Orbiter 
( 3 )  19;: Ear thorb i te r  
( 4 )  1981 Encke Rendezvous 
(5 )  1986 Asteroid ( ~ e t i s )  Rendezvous 
'6) 1987 Mercury Orbiter 
NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE 
Earth's Atmosphere. For  the Earth's atmospheric environment, 
Section 2.2 of NASA TMX-64627 shall be used. 
Jupiter's Atmosphere: F o r  che atmospheric environment of Jupiter, 
Section 8. I of NASA TMX-64627 shall be used. 
Mercury's Atmosphere: Fo r  the atmospheric environment of 
Mercury, Section 5. 1 of NASA TMX-64627 shall he used. 
IONOSPHERE 
Ionosphere of Earth: The data in Section 2 . 3  of XnSA TMX-64627 
shall be used for ionosphere environment (electron density, etc. ). 
Ionosphere of Jupiter: The data in Section 8. 1 . 3  of NASA TMX-64627 
shall be used for  the ionosphere environment of Jupiter. 
Ionosphere of Mercury: The data in Section 5.1.4 of NASA TMX- 
64627 shall be used for the iorosphere environment of Mercury, 
RADIATION 
In addition to the following, use Section 2.4 of NASA TMX-64627. 
The SEPS shall be designed to provide necessary protection to 
insure the safe dosage limits of the equipment. 
Galactic Cosmic Radiation: Galactic cosmic radiation consists of 
low-intensity, extremely high-energy charged particles. These 
particles-about 85 percent protons, 13 percent alphas, and the 
remainder heavier nuclei - bombard the solar system f r n n  ,!! 
directions. They have energies from 10' to 10'' elect.-qn volts 
per particle and a r e  encountered essentially everywhere in space. 
The intensity of this environment in "free space"; e. g. , outside 
the influence of the earth's magnetic field, i s  relatively constant 
(0.2 to 0.4 particles/cm2/steradian/second) except during periods 
of enhanced solar activity when the fluxes of cosmic rays have been 
observed to decrease due to an increase in the strength of the 
interplanetary magnetic field, which acts a s  a shield to incoming 
particles. Near the earth,  cosmic rays a r e  similarly influenced 
by the earth's magnetic field, resulting in a spatial variation in 
their intensity a s  a function of orbit  inclination and altitude. The 
maximum of the galactic cosmic ray  environment is at  sunspot 
minimum. Figure 1 shows the galactic (cosmic) proton f l u  as 
a function of distance from the sun. See Section 2.4. I of NASA 
TMX-64627 for  additional data on this subject. 
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Figure I. Integral flux of galactic (cosmic) protons 
as a function of distance 
from the sun (E 2 100 MeV) 
6 . 2  Trapped Radiation 
6 . 2 . 1  Earth's Trapped Radiation: The geomagnetically trapped radiation 
environment will be taken from NASA SP-3024 or from TRECO 
Computer Code (Nltional Space Science Data Center, NASA/ 
Goddard Space Flight Center) and merged with trajechry infcrrn~tion 
to find particle fluxes and spectra. The fluxes and spectra will be 
converted to dose by data and/or computer codes provided by N q A /  
Marshall Space Flight Center. See Section 2 . 4 . 2  of NASA TMX- 
64627. 
6 . 2 . 2  Jupiter's Trapped Radiation: Fluxes of energetic electrons and 
protons in Jupiter's radiation belts a r e  defined by the following 
model: 
The form used to represent the iltegral flux J is 
log J = C -/3x t (B-Dx) 
Here x = log E for electron energy E = Ee in MeV and log J is  linear 
in the parameters B, C , D, p, and m ,  bat not in A.  Values for 
tnese parameters, all constant o r  linear in L within two segments, 
a r e  specified for both models in Table I ,  yielding value: for log J 
in ~ r n - ~ s - '  which are  also linear in L within the two s:grnents 
(broken ai L = 6 . 5 ) .  For E << A, Eq, ( I) resembles a pouer la:{? 
spectrum (J = loB '/8 tD). The differential flux : = (d-/dE) is  
given by 
The parameter values in Table I  lead to values for  J and j which 
a r e  both positive and continuous in enorgy for all E > 0. For the 
low flux model, in which data at only three energies were fitted, 
parameter values were se leced which minimize j in the region 
1  < E c: 5 MeV. In those few regions where the low flux model flux 
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exceeds the high one, the smaller of the two fluxes i s  taken a s  the 
low flux model (the high one stands). These models specify the 
integral and differential omnidirectional particle flux which a r e  
continuous in energy (0.06 to 35 MeV for electrons, and I to 100 
MeV for protons) and magnetic latitude, and linear in magnetic 
shell parameter between about 3 and 15 Jupiter radii. The xodels  
represent most all the data within a factor of two. 
Solar Particle Events: Solar particle events a r e  composed of 
energetic protons and alpha particles which occur sporad:cAly and 
may last  for  several days. The free-space particle event model 
to be used for SEPS studies i s  given in Section I. 3. 2. I. 2 of 
NASA TMX-64627. Table 2 presents the updated model. 
Solar Wind: The solar wind proton, electron, and other ions and 
nuclei a t  d AU and other interplanetary d : ~ '  mces  a r e  obtained from 
Table 3. See Section I ,  3. 3 of NASA TM .-64627 for additional 
infarmation. 
7 .0  METEOROIDS, ASTEROIDS, AYD COMETS 
7. I Metemid Environment 
7. 1.1 Earth's Meteoroid Environment: For  the SEPS, the Meteoroid 
Environmental Model nt ir Earth, a s  listed in Section 2 .5  of NASA 
TMX-64627, shaIl be used. 
7. I. 2 Jupiter's Meteoroid Environment: Fo r  Jupiter, use Section 8. I. C. 
7. I. 3 Mercvy ' s  Meteoroid Environment: F o r  the planet Mercury, the 
meteoroid environment given in Se~cion 5. I. 8 shall be used. 
7. 1.4 Interplanetary Meteoroid Environment: Fu r  the interplanetary 
meteoroid environment, use Section 1.4. 
7.2 Asteroid and Comet Environment: The interplanetary asteroid and 
comet space environment for the SEPS missions is defined in 
Section I. 4 of NASA TMX-64627. 
TABLE 2. SOLAR PROTON EVENTS 
The pr~bability of N large events during a time of t 
weeks exposure is g'ven by the Poisson Distribution: 
The best estimate at prc"ent is  X = 0.02 (ever?ts/week), 
for very large cvents. Thus, 
The proton event integral flux to be ~ a e d  for solar 
cell effects is: 
Po = 91 Mv 
P = 2 239 Mv (30 MeV) 
E = MeV (energy) 
P = Mv (rigidity) 
Thus, the differential energy spectrum becomee: 
NOTE: This description is for the proton flux outside the earth's 
magnetospher, . Hence, a spectrum correction is needed for orbits 
below about 36,000 Mlometers. However, the large solar proton 
event is accompanied by a large magnetic storm which partly cancels 
the earth's magmetic field. Thua, one may extend the free-spat.? 
flux down to a b u t  it?, 000 km (10,000 n. mi. ). 
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ASl't3ODYN.4Mlp CONSTANT! 
??he values give:, in Sections 2 . 7 ,  5. 1. 10, P. I. 10, and I. 6 of 
NASA TMX-64627 shall bt: uscd for the SEPS Earth, Mercury, 
Jupiter, and interplanetary missions, respectiveiy. 
ELEC-30MAGNETIC RADIATION 
The electromagnetic radiation envimnment includes the X-ray,  
ultravioiet, infrared, and microwave portions of the apcr rum.  
These data cor,';lin the solar electromagnetic radiati .3~ (direct, 
reflected, or  scattered) envimnment at  the planets and inter- 
planetary regions. Radiation emission from :he planets i s  also 
included in these data. The electromagnetic radiation environment 
for the SEPS studies shall be obtained from NASA TMX-64627 fo r  
the followi3g i-egions: 
Interplanetary - Section 1 . 3 . 3  
Eartk - Section 2 . 4 .  5 
Jupiter - Section 8. I I; 
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